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 .For 0 - p - 1, let S denote the class of functions f z meromorphic univalentp
 .  .  .in the unit disk D with the normalization f 0 s 0, f 9 0 s 1, and f p s `. Let
 .S a be the subclass of S with the fixed residue a. In this note we determine thep p
 .extreme points of the class S a . As an application, we solve the problem ofp
 . minimizing the outer area over S a , which was posed by S. Zemyan J. Analysep
.Math. 39, 1981, 11]23 . Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
 .For 0 - p - 1, let S denote the class of functions f z which arep
 < < 4meromorphic and univalent in the unit disk D s z: z - 1 with the
 .  .  .  .normalization f 0 s 0, f 9 0 s 1, and f p s `. Let A p denote the set
 4of functions analytic in D _ p with the topology given by uniform
 4  .convergence on compact subsets of D _ p . Then A p is a locally convex
 .  w x.linear topological space and S is a compact subset of A p cf. 2, p. 55 .p
 .A function f is called an extreme point of a compact set F ; A p if
 .f g F, and f s tg q 1 y t h, where 0 - t - 1, g and h g F implies that
g s h. We denote by EF the set of extreme points of F.
 < < 4In the annulus z: p - z - 1 every function f in S has an expansionp
of the form
`a
kf z s q a z . 1 .  . kz y p ks0
 .*Supported by German Academic Exchange Service DAAD .
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 .The outer area of f z , i.e., the area of the complement of the range of
 .f z , is finite. An application of Green's Theorem shows that
2 `< <p a 2Ã < <mes C _ f D s y p k a . . 4  k221 y p ks1 .
This means that
` 2< <a2< <k a F 2 . k 221 y pks0  .
Ã  .4with equality if and only if mes C _ f D s 0.
Denote by V the range of the residues for the class S , namelyp p
V s a: a s Res f , p , f g S . . 4p p
w xIn 4 , it was determined that
«2 2 < <V s yp 1 y p : « F 1 . 3 . . 4p
The function
pz «
< <g z s 1 y pz « F 1 .  .  .« p y z
belongs to S andp
«2 2Res g z , p s yp 1 y p . 4 .  . .  .«
 .Let S a be the subclass of S with the fixed residue a, i.e.,p p
S a s f : f g S , a g V , a s Res f , p . .  . 4p p p
w x  .In 3 , the problem of minimizing the outer area over S a ,p
Ãmin mes C _ f D , 5 .  . 4
 .fgS ap
was posed and it was proved that
Ãmin mes C _ f D s 0 . 4
 .fgS ap
for values of the residue a in an open and dense subset of V .p
 .In this note, we determine the extreme points of the class S a . As anp
 .application, we solve completely the problem 5 of minimizing the outer
 .area over S a .p
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1. THEOREMS AND PROOFS
 .  .THEOREM 1. Let f g S a . Then, for each a g V , f g ES a if andp p p
Ã  .4only if mes C _ f D s 0.
Ã .   .4Proof. Suppose that f g ES a but mes C _ f D / 0. Then accord-p
Ãw x  .ing to a theorem of Nguyen 1 , the set E s C _ f D supports a finite
nonzero measure m whose Cauchy transform
dm t . y1 y2F w s s A w q A w q ??? . H 1 2t y wE
 .  .is analytic in f D with F ` s 0 and satisfies a Lipschitz condition in
 .f D ,
< < < <F w y F w F C w y w 6 .  .  .1 2 1 2
 .  .  .where w , w g f D and C is a positive constant. From 6 and F ` s 0,1 2
 .  .it is easily shown that F w is bounded in f D . Thus, there exists a
<  . <constant M ) 0 such that F w - M. It follows immediately that for
w  .  .x2  .0 - « - 1r4CM, the functions w " « F w y F 0 are univalent in f D .
Let
2f z s f z q « F f z y F 0 7 .  .  .  .  . .1
and
2f z s f z y « F f z y F 0 . 8 .  .  .  .  . .2
1 1 .Then f and f belong to S a . Therefore f s f q f is a proper1 2 p 1 22 2
 .convex combination of distinct functions in S a . This contradicts thep
Ã .  . assumption that f g ES a . It follows that if f g ES a , then mes C _p p
 .4f D s 0.
Ã .   .4Now let f g S a and mes C _ f D s 0. Suppose that f has thep
representation
f z s tf z q 1 y t f z , .  .  .  .1 2
 . 1. 2.where 0 - t - 1 and f , f g S a with coefficients a and a of the1 2 p k k
 < < 4  .expansions in the annulus z: p - z - 1 as in 1 , respectively. Then the
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 .case of equality in the area inequality 2 gives
2 `< <a 2< <s k a k221 y p ks1 .
`
21. 2.< <s k ta q 1 y t a . k k
ks1
`
22 22 1. 1. 2. 2.< < < <s k t a q 2 t 1 y t Rea a q 1 y t a .  . k k k k
ks1
`
2 21. 2.< < < <s k t a q 1 y t a . k k
ks1
2 21. 1. 2. 2.< < < <yt 1 y t a y 2Rea a q a .  .k k k k
`
2 2 21. 2. 1. 2.< < < < < <s k t a q 1 y t a y t 1 y t a y a .  . k k k k
ks1
< < 2 < < 2a a
F t q 1 y t y t 1 y t .  .2 22 21 y p 1 y p .  .
=
`
21. 2.< <k a y a k k
ks1
2 `< <a 21. 2.< <s y t 1 y t k a y a . .  k k221 y p ks1 .
` < 1. 2. < 2 1.Since 0 - t - 1, it follows that  k a y a s 0, therefore a sks1 k k k
2.  .a k s 1, 2, ??? . In other words, f s f . Thus the proof is completed.k 1 2
w xNote that our arguments above are similar to those in 5 up to the
 .  .transformations 7 and 8 which are crucial for the proof.
Ã  .4THEOREM 2. For each a g V , min mes C _ f D s 0.p f g S a.p
 .  .  .   .. .«Proof. From 3 and 4 , it follows that g z s pzr p y z 1 y pz«
 . 2 2 .«  .g S a , where a s yp 1 y p g V . Thus S a is a nonempty com-p p p
 .pact subset of A p for every a g V . From the Krein]Milman theoremp
 .for locally convex topological vector spaces, it follows that S a has atp
least one extreme point. Theorem 1 asserts that each extreme point of
 .S a has an outer area zero. This completes the proof.p
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